
It is well to remind readers that the cornerstone of writings on this blog have been to 
document the happenings which made an impression on me from back in the day, be 
those direct or indirect. The task has been to put thoughts down providing a view which is 
representative of those experiences. I have also elected to write specific stories from a 
personal perspective rather than these being a summary of inputs from those involved. 

During the writing of this piece, which has taken some while for good reason since Part 
One and with the input coming from that personal experience, there may be some that 
do not agree with what is written because it is counter to popular belief… this particular 
story does that quite emphatically. Followers of my writings on the blog will have seen 
that I was an intrinsic part of the broader happenings at GM in the 70’s… and because 
of that… entitled to proffer valid criticism where I think it necessary. One such area 
of disapproval is the whole story concerning the real development of the Can Am and 
the decision (by Management) not to use the engineering of the car by GM tech as a 
promotional tool. That has led to an exclusion from history a group of people who in 
fact did the hard yards in the development of the car. It has also directed the published 
history making Basil van Rooyen the sole front man for the development of the car and 
as we will see in this piece… that is not the case. This in no way diminishes the history of 
Basil ’s involvement… it simply would not have seen the light of day were it not for him… 
but it does bring into the picture the GM engineering team. That is the right thing to do.

We will cover the reasons why GM did this in Part 3 of the story.

Detailed timing and dates are not what this is about but rather the sequence of events 
during that pressured period from early 1972 to the culmination of this story being the 
Nine Hour Kyalami 4th November 1972.



My all time favourite Can Am pic… by PE/EL compatriot Bruce Meaker… this is ultimately 
what this car was all about. When the machine arrived at Kyalami for the 9 hour in 1972…
jaws dropped.  For those of us who knew it was coming… a heady moment… for those that 
thought The General was asleep… a wake up call. 
Basil polled the car at a 1:35.5 first time out, close on the lap record. Eight months later a 
1:31.93. The most unusual and the finest concept to race car in SA motorsport.

PART TWO OF THIS SERIES 

UNDERCOVER ENGINEERING
Magnificent is it not? 



TO SET THE SCENE
In order to pick up where we left off in Part One of this tale we need to go back a bit. The 
story so far covers us to the point that things were about to happen and that GMSA was to 
do something that had not been done by the organisation ever before. It is important again 
at this juncture to set the scene because there were in fact, not just two inputs critical to 
making this project a reality, in my opinion there were three. Firstly, Basil van Rooyen  (BVR) 
the motivator, ideas man and race engineer, next, Bob Price the GMSA MD, a unique force who 
arrived serendipitously to tie this together… and a remaining group in which one stand-out 
individual played a significant role in getting that final tick in the box to enable GM Engineering 
to say…. “lets do this thing”

Before we get there and to start with, we need to take a look at Basil Green’s Capri Perana, 
because that is always in the playbook when these cars are discussed. This Ford was a 
wonderful job done by an operation creating the most iconic production version of a Capri 
ever. Beautiful engineering comes in many guises, simplicity in execution being the magic 
bullet in that project. I will be writing a story of the Perana in the coming chapters of the top 
ten in which we will cover the work …but the point of mentioning this car is that had it not 
been for the V8 Capri, the chances of the Can Am seeing the light of day would be Zero. This 
for two reasons…firstly the simple realisation (for GM) that this kind of thing could be done 
successfully and secondly, and for the first time ever for GM…there were critically placed 
decision makers who could make a ‘hot’ Firenza happen…. But without the Capri and Ford as 
a  target…not much reason to do it. The similarity in ultimate execution in the two projects, 
however, was to stop right there, because the degree of difficulty involved in the GM venture 
was not only in the tech area, which I will explain as we go along…but in the mindset of the 
vast majority of people inside General Motors.

Basil Green had two massive advantages in getting his Perana off the ground compared to 
BVR trying to motivate GM … Firstly Green was dealing with Ford, a company steeped in the 
business of quick cars and racing and secondly and probably more significant, had built a 
business relationship with Ford in which his competence and commitment to the Brand was 
proven...this type of thing takes time. We also tend to take for granted one other significant 
issue. The Perana was primarily a commercial endeavour, part of a group of ‘bigger engine’ 
packages on a range of Fords from Basil Green…big brother version of the V6 Capri if you will. 
Due to Ford involvement in motor sport, the car ended up being the right tool for the job on 
track at the time…it was not primarily a homologation special. 

The Firenza by comparison was that ‘once off’ 100 vehicle homologation special…and more 
significantly, from a company that had little idea of what motor racing was about at the time.

For the Firenza project, things started earlier than 1972. Whilst all the hype was around the 
Capri project, with BVR himself building a very competitive race Perana, he was working in 
another direction at Superformance… in the form of a 327 V8 engined Vauxhall Viva HB.  This 
monster is said to have scared the daylights out of things such as E type Jags back in the day, 
a tale told to me by that purveyor of solid history Maurice Rosenberg and was a precursor to 
tapping the GM interest bubble. This build was in my view to provide a significant step in the 
later acceptance of the Firenza programme by GM.  I will explain in a moment.

The Capri Perana powered 
by the Windsor Ford V8



THE TEA TROLLY IN EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING
BVR was already an icon in the racing world but spare a thought for where GMSA was in 
1972. I have mentioned often in these writings the fact that the General, despite having good 
product, had not been a product driven company in the same way Ford was, certainly not in the 
performance car sense. The operation had found it really difficult to move from the controlling 
position it occupied in the 50’s and earlier 60’s to one responding to the massive shift in the 
market that took place in the latter half of the 60’s. That shift had a lot to do with younger 
people having a say in the purchase of cars and along with that, the boom in the performance 
saloon car market. 

Aside from brave individuals within GM operations worldwide fighting to shift the behemoth, 
(one example Vince Piggins the Z28 Camaro man noted later in this piece) the juggernaut 
remained steadfast in its very conservative approach…and…if you have been doing this for 
eons…that becomes the culture throughout the organisation. Nowhere was this more apparent 
than the heated ‘tea trolly’ discussions that took place in engineering amongst qualified, very 
capable engineers and support staff in the immediate period leading up to the Can Am project. 

We could argue that GM did respond to market forces and had performance cars in the 
product line like Monaro, Chev SS, Viva GT and the Ranger SS…that is true…but there is a 
massive difference between being dragged into having a few stylised performance cars in your 
line up because of that market pressure…and performance cars (and racing) being inherent in 
the DNA of the company. 

The discussion became a hot potato amongst the staff on a project not yet approved inside 
the organisation …. the grapevine was buzzing. The phrase “racing doesn’t sell cars people do” 
was a favourite of the conservatives and the thought of putting a V8 engine into the Firenza 
was, for many, something considered to be just plain idiotic. I was known as the ‘Hot Rodder’ 
amongst this group of people anyway… and that simply because I was racing an Opel Kadett 
(an entirely private venture) and also had a pretty hot streetcar…we as petrolheads from back 
in the day will know that this was absolutely normal stuff. At Ford just down the road that was 
business as usual and part of the culture…but not so at the General, quick cars were to the 
vast majority, just cars, there was not the same emotion or attachment to these machines 
seen at the Blue Oval… and much more significant in the Can Am history, the enthusiast base 
restricted to a tiny minority. 

We also covered the reason why Bob Price was appointed as MD in South Africa…he being 
essentially a corporate troubleshooter tasked with getting the ailing GM operation back on 
track. Sales had not been going well and market share dropping…something had to be done. 
In a nutshell there had been a swing away from the historical ‘big America’ ideology in SA…. 
moving to European and Japanese product with VW and Ford (with their Dagenham based 
vehicles) overtaking GM in sales.. His early Dealer visits certainly let him know in no uncertain 
terms where the Company was losing out. 

Again, at the risk of going over history covered in some of these writings, it is important 
for those seeking a feel of what I am talking about, to know the real situation ‘on the 
ground’ as it were. This is particularly relevant to what we are going to talk about in part 
3 of this series. What is more significant was the arrival of performance saloon cars from 
around 1963 penetrating almost every corner of the western world as we knew it. Soon, 
this epic transformation of the humble saloon car had reached a point where practically 
all manufacturers were involved. Using the USA as the yardstick in the classic Ford vs GM 
standoff, GM had, amazingly, without getting openly involved in Motorsport, maintained a 
dominant position “on the street” as it were. This was because the company steadfastly 
produced Muscle Cars from as early as 1964 and did so, weirdly as it turns out, against the 
conservative company ethos.  Prior to that and despite the ban on motor racing coming in at 



the same time, GM in the USA had a legacy not only of a very strong position on the track but 
had built a massive following in aftermarket specialist parts culture. The small block Chevy 
having embedded itself as the number one drawcard in the business. Detroit streets, the home 
of Ford and GM were also a battleground…. the 13 miles of Woodward Avenue, the home of 
street racing, rose to the point that both Ford and GM’s top engineers turned up with prototype 
machines to do battle. GM fed the system in undercover Engineering through special parts 
made available at dealer level under the guise of “Heavy Duty” numbers in the parts manuals. 
That was the USA…

We had our own Detroit in SA…Port Elizabeth… the two large motor giants building cars in the 
city. 

In SA the same thing was happening on the street but with one major omission…even by the 
early 70’s…No GM. Just as a litmus test and as mentioned earlier, my Opel Kadett was one of 
a handful of modified GM street cars around… amongst literally hundreds of Fords, Minis and 
Renaults. The Kadett also being that extremely rare GM product to turn up at the local car 
club. In a nutshell GMSA’s involvement in any real part of what was happening on the street 
was practically nothing or more accurately ….’nada’

The fact that I was still with GM and in Product Engineering at the time, was a close-run thing 
and had considered, seriously I might add, jumping ship and linking with the Ford guys down 
the road before joining Product Engineering from Service Engineering some months before. 
The reason was simple…I am a car guy and the Ford men were busy with what I wanted to do, 
quick saloon cars, quick engines and developing competition cars… but that would have been 
like committing treason… and I might very well have attempted it, were it not that in 1971 the 
picture started to change and GMSA began showing interest in motorsport. It seemed like a 
good idea to stick with what was starting to happen …and for the early part of the 70’s, I am 
very glad I did.

Upstairs we had the vehicle and component engineers who were even more sceptical about 
the possible V8 Firenza. Basil, despite his fame in the racing world, was also firmly considered 
to be in ‘Hot Rodder’ territory … most regarded the venture as a waste of time…  more 
important was the fact that sentiment amongst the Heads of Department were also not 
positive.  As one senior man said to me “this could get messy very quickly”.

Why do I sketch this picture? In Part one I told the story of Basil’s first Firenza V8 arriving 
at Engineering, the car built by agreement with Bob Price and with many parts supplied by 
GM. The senior engineering team were the folk who were to evaluate this first car, not as a 
prototype but as a proof of concept. The machine was up for peer review, meaning that the 
responsible “Heads of sheds” were to put forward their recommendation. The day I collected 
the car from the car park after its arrival from Jo’ Burg and after a quick run up the Cotswold 
Hill, knowing the company sentiment, I really hoped that it had been done well…. But fearful of 
the consequences if it turned out to be a bag of nails.

When I handed the keys back to my boss Gary Windram after the short soiree up the freeway, 
I felt hugely relieved…The car had been beautifully converted to a V8…as noted in Part One…
no knocks or vibrations, not even any rattles… everything worked and I stress this again, 
apart from the lovely exhaust thrum, the general noise vibration and harshness rating was 
better than a production 2.5 Firenza….my pet dislike, the rubbery engine mounts and engine 
movement of the original…gone. All major controls, steering, gearshift and clutch were 
naturally heavier to operate than the L4 engined car but as mentioned in Part One…such a 
clean conversion for a massive engine swop was unexpected…the car was solid and just felt 
good… luckily so, because it was very quickly put through the ringer.



BASIL VAN ROOYEN AND SUPERFORMANCE
The realisation that Basil had clearly understood what was on the cards became apparent and 
here we will  acknowledge the third participants in the acceptance process and the group that 
made this happen through the build of the car at Basil’s Superformance…. And first take a look 
at Basil himself… and difficult to compress his history effectively.

Starting from a home garage preparing his winning 1000cc Anglia race car, in short order built 
a Cortina GT and moved to the top of saloon car runners in 1963. Picked by Ford to run one 
of two Works Lotus Cortinas in 1964 …amazingly at the age of 24. I say that because he was 
not just a driver, but at that age having the capability to develop what was a front-line tech 
machine was surprising. Won the Saloon car championship in 1966 and 67 with his Mustang, 
competitive throughout and moved successfully into an initial F1 career where unfortunate 
circumstances intervened in such a manner that he made a decision to return to Saloon car 
racing and his business Superformance. One of his first projects back in the game was his 
Capri Perana… ultimately the quickest of the Peranas on track…and that exercise providing a 
powerful understanding of what would be required to run a competitive car against the Fords. 
As an Engineer/Driver he is in the top echelon of that elite group of motor racing specialists 
of the era, SA also being blessed at the time with folk like Scamp Porter, Bob Olthoff and Geoff 
Mortimer.

                                                      

Those are by 1972 the ‘above the line’ achievements of this remarkable individual … but 
Basil left in my opinion an even more powerful legacy to South African Motorsport…the 
Superformance business.  Built in the 60’s this became a commanding operation providing 
hardware and expertise to the bourgeoning “go Faster” movement of the times….this as noted 
from a man during much of that time in his 20’s. In the process, and the point of this comment 
….his mentorship of some of the most influential names in the performance and motor racing 
game, Roger Taylor, Hennie van der Linde and Maurice Rosenberg, to mention just three. 

We also need to go back to that V8 engined Viva which we can regard as the initial trial 
exercise. The team at Superformance built that car, as well as the V8 Firenza concept but have 
it on good authority that Hennie’s contribution in doing the job on both cars was massive and, 
based on the degree of difficulty in getting GM to approve the project…we owe him a debt of 
gratitude. We all know what Hennie has achieved since then but this one should be noted for 
the record. The attention to detail, particularly in the tight timing, was extraordinary. 

Expectation is a powerful human trait and I am able to recount the fact that the expectation in 
Engineering before that car arrived was that this bunch of ‘Go Faster’ guys did not really know 
what building proper cars was all about… The tea trolley discussion changed overnight, the 
nay-sayers were not so loud and Basil’s status had moved a goodly amount …you can take it 
from me that a quiet respect for what had been done replaced much of the negative banter.

1972 the Perana                                 1966/67 the Mustang                          1964/5 the Lotus Cortina 

Some of BVR’s winning cars



GM ENGINEERING
As noted in Part One, the first prototype was not a rocket…that 150 BHp 307 C10 truck engine 
did not hit any magic numbers and it would not have outpaced a stock Capri Perana…this was 
not about that…it was about showing General Motors that they were dealing with professionals 
functioning in their own chosen game.... From my view of things, Engineering were something 
of the meat in the sandwich  because if there was anyone who wanted to see this project 
survive it was Bob Price our MD…but …and this is a Big But…had engineering said No…it would 
have been No…that’s it….All the responsible engineer types evaluated the car and I cannot 
remember how long it took before the project was given the go ahead but it was a matter of a 
week or two at most.

It is worth noting again, because of GM’s very conservative approach to motor sport …and 
important to stress…that Bob Price was skating on thin ice in the Corporate sense, the ban on 
Motor Sport by the top brass in Detroit was not something to be ignored. There is absolutely 
no way this project could have been handed to Basil in the same way the BG Perana project 
had been handled, not only because of GM’s real life myopia on the issues noted but because 
this was a vastly more difficult engineering job, the risks were high, if this were to go wrong, 
the consequences  were going to be serious. Being a man of extraordinary character and, 
highly unusual for a senior man inside the GM executive envelope, very much an independent 
operator within that restrictive corporate structure. He made a bold decision which would 
satisfy both camps …just…and at the same time provide a development journey which would 
be controllable. GM engineering would do the final design, detail specification and final 
testing of the production version with Basil as the advisor. The race activity and design of the 
competition cars was Basil’s territory and naturally in order to do that properly, the basic spec 
of the road car would be discussed and finalised between the two.  

The building of this new relationship had to move quickly and as things happen when two really 
competent, but fundamentally different professional forces meet in common endeavour, the 
rough edges need to be sorted, responsibilities allocated and the project started. 

So lets talk about the other half of this new connection, General Motors South African 
Engineering… One word …Formidable…. Without doubt one of the most competent vehicle 
engineering operations on the country…Ford down the road were first class in their own way 
and had the advantage of enthusiasts and experienced race folk in the system…. but not like 
this. 

Let me break it down.
                                     
                                                

The Engineering Building was the newest facility at the Kempston road plant and put together 
to do the job of meeting the design, engineering test, development and durability evaluation 
of vehicles required to meet the new SA local content programmes in the mid 60’s. GM had 
taken a unique view in this exercise and decided to go the local engine route and do so to 
a greater degree than any other manufacturer. The engine plant at Aloes was also the most 

This the only pic of GM Engineering 
I managed to find



sophisticated operation of its type to be established in the country . What was also different 
to the rest of the auto industry, was the fact that apart from the high-end V8 Chevys, Pontiacs 
and Holdens, the remaining range of cars coming from Vauxhall in the UK, Opel in Germany and 
Holden in Australia were required to use local engines.
                       

                             
In 1966 the Vauxhall  Victor 101 and Opel Rekord ‘B’ were the first cars fitted with the local 
Chevy 2.1 L4.   Both resulted in better packages than their European 1600 and 1700 equivalents.
(As an aside, we will cover a story on the lost racing potential of these two cars in a future 
post. With the prevailing regs, Ford and the rest were extremely lucky GM were still asleep at 
the time.)

                           

The plant was set up to build Chevrolet Fours and Sixes and the Vauxhall OHV four. SO….we had 
Opels fitted with Vauxhall and Chevrolet engines, Holdens and Vauxhalls fitted with Chevrolet 
engines. Sound confusing? Not really, the resultant packages made up some of the most 
unique and arguably the best versions of these cars anywhere in the world. The engineering 
was done superbly and the point of me telling you this is that the one thing this team could 
do within the larger business of engineering cars, the raison d’être if you will, was to fit GM’s 
family of engines to anything that moved ….and do it as well as it could be done anywhere…. GM 
Engineering more importantly also had the resources and skill to do the troubleshooting that 
came with the task.

VAUXHALL VICTOR                                                    OPEL REKORD 1966 

OPEL REKORD ‘C’ 
and RANGER

The Ranger SS and Opel Rekord ‘C’ fitted with the 2.5 (153) L4 Chevy.  A very quick and surprisingly refined 
car for its time – 1968



Chevrolet Kommando/Constantia 1970 - 250 Cu Inch 
Chevy Six replaced the 202 Holden Engine in the 

parent Kingswood. despite its heritage this was a 
true Chevrolet – tough and provided outstanding 

value.  One of GMSA’s best ever.

The 25, 38 and 4100 Chevrolets based on the Opel 
Rekord / Commodore used L4 and L6 Chevy power…

and posed significant development challenges. SA’s 
top selling car for part of the early 70’s.

The ‘little chev’ moniker by september of 1972. The 
Firenza 2.5 L4, like the Torana in Australia… a Viva on 

steroids… before the Can Am.

HQ HOLDEN BASED CHEVROLETS

OPEL COMMODORE / REKORD D 

 AND OF COURSE THE FIRENZA… 1971



THE GM ENGINERING SET UP IN 1972       
Vehicle Test Workshop All types of testing …Cooling, performance, noise &   
 vibration, Ride and Handling, 
Vehicle Durability Workshop Vehicle Durability, Reliability Evaluation, In vehicle 
 Component Eval. 
Styling Studio Full capability to build Clay models, colour evaluation 
 Styling and specification.  
 The Styling for the Ranger, Chev SS,  Kommando/  
 Constantia and Hatch versions of the Firenza were ‘clayed’  
 in this Studio by Ken Fouche (RIP) the master stylist.

Metallurgical Laboratory Able to evaluate all aspects of metals. Supplier Component  
 Materials Audit.
Chemistry Laboratory  Full capability….Later these two Labs Combined  in the 70’s
Prototype Vehicle Build Workshop Can Am and 3800GT built in this area.
Rig Test Laboratory Capability to rig test all components. Mechanical,   
 electrical, seats etc.
Fabrication Workshop Rolf Mulder and team could make you practically anything  
 you wanted. Milling, Turning, welding & fabrication.
Engine Test Facility Three Dynamometers -  GE Electric motorised/brake,  
 Heenan an Froude Eddy current and Water brake. We could  
 do anything with an engine.
 Temp  & dust Controlled Engine Build and strip workshop –  
 fully instrumented. Fully Functional Carburettor Flow  
 Bench.*  the only one in  the country
                                                                         
Experimental Engineering offices  Eddie Tunbridge and his comprehensive Test Equipment  
 Lab. This lab held all the equipment necessary for Cooling,  
 Noise and Vibration, Performance, Ride and handling work  
 as well as rig test

CHEVY HATCHBACK

This extraordinarily neat execution of a hatchback on the Firenza HC. 
Designed and ‘clayed’ by Ken in the styling studio & unique to SA. The only 

hatch built on this platform.



THE ‘UPSTAIRS’ FLOOR - LEVEL WITH UITENHAGE ROAD     
          
Engineering Documentation and Admin
Heavy vehicle Engineering
Trim and electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering
Drawing Office – Occupying a third of the top floor 

I unfortunately have been unable to obtain pictures of the operation but will attach these as 
soon these are found. 

Not only is this a comprehensive breakdown of the facility but it was staffed with very smart, 
experienced engineers, technicians and management. It should be remembered that each 
engine transplant brought with it the necessity to optimise cooling, performance, economy, 
noise vibration and durability testing. This was not the same task as locally engineering a 
vehicle identical to the original from the source country.

Just as an example, the engine test facility, which as a result of doing unique local engine 
development was required to generate equally unique carburettor specifications. The local 
installation of a carburettor flow bench allowed the engineers to complete dynamometer 
and road work on a particular engine and then flow the carburettor producing a graphic 
representation of the Air/fuel flow at various throttle openings and vacuum readings. This 
information could be sent for example to Rochester in the USA or Weber in Italy who would 
reproduce the production versions of the carb (a rich limit, mean, and lean limit version) from 
that data. A sample carburettor off their tooling which in many cases had different jetting, 
orifice sizes etc but the required air/fuel flow performance, could be returned to us fitted to 
the original test engine and have 100% correlation. 

It is well worth mentioning that the 1969 thru 1972 period was a manic time in engineering, 
with Firenza 2.5, HQ Kommando/Constantia, and final development of the 3800/4100 Chevy L6 
engined Commodore happening in tight sequence . At exactly the same time as the Can Am 
start-up, the 38/4100 work had run into a major front-end shake/vibration which we thought 
had been inherited (en toto) due to the installation of the local six cylinder engine. An unusual 
sympathetic natural frequency match between the body front end and the new Engine/
gearbox assembly caused a significant problem.  Our powertrain, N&V and body engineers had 
to solve what was a complex issue and did a masterful job with production dates looming. The 
eventual fix was passed back to Opel who, true to form for this type of thing, (source plants 
tend to keep quiet on design problems) also had the problem at a lower amplitude on their 
Cam-In-Head 3 litre six version and introduced a portion of the fix. This was a competent group 
of local engineers.

What had to happen now was to utilise this force to do something they had never done 
before…complete the design, specification finalisation, test and production of a homologation 
race special… and do it pronto. The whole project had to be completed with 100 cars 
Homologated and built in time for Basil and his team to go racing in 1973.. it was April/May 
1972. 

JONNY PITTAWAY

Our Chief Engineer Embree Kennedy had been handed something of a curved ball by Price 
and needed to appoint someone to manage the project. The man selected was Jonny Pittaway, 
a tough, hardened Tech man in the Engineering division having a test and development 
background. He was a practical enforcer in the best sense of the expression and not a head 
in clouds rocket scientist. This was a man who called a spade a shovel most days and he was 



basically handed the expertise of the Engineering operation at his disposal to do the job. I will 
say this emphatically…Jonny was the perfect appointment… this was going to be a practical 
journey. It was also going to be an interesting balancing act, Basil and Jonny, very different 
people….I must say I was concerned at first but it soon became apparent it was going to work. 
Basil can tell his own story of how this relationship grew… because in all fairness he had to 
adjust to the new arrangement as much as anyone.  

I will stop there for a moment to give readers an idea of the magnitude of the task at hand 
and again go back to the Perana project.  By saying the following, I do not in any way reduce 
the ingenuity of the Ford effort but just as a starter, that Essex V6 Engine in the production 
version of the Capri was not exactly a featherweight. To get the  extremely light (For a cast 
Iron V8) 302 Windsor V8  into place, along with a more robust and heavier transmission only 
added 10Kg odd to the front axle of a package which had already  been comprehensively 
designed and tested by Ford. In addition, there was an engine compartment almost made for 
the job. When translating this, it was not the ease of fitment only but the rather complex issue 
of structural capability and engineering risk. The V8 version of the Capri was in the ballpark 
before work started.

The Firenza was a very different kettle of fish.
   

The difference in calculated front axle mass between the biggest engine in the production 
version of a Firenza, the 153 Cubic inch (2.5) L4 Chevy engine and the 302/307 V8 small block, 
was  approximately 91 Kg.(200Lbs)*…., This was if anything the Achilles heel in the conversion 
and as a responsible vehicle manufacturer, you don’t mess with stuff like this …it has to be 
done on first term engineering principles. There are naturally a number of ways this can be 
approached. The first would be a redesign of the components to handle the extra stresses. 
There was not time for that but there was a ‘back door’, because in large corporations like 
GM, knowledgeable vehicle engineers can use the available information and components 
from operations around the world to help solve these issues.  That is exactly what Jonny and 
the team did. Also the engine compartment was just plain ‘tight’ ….  Fitting that engine in a 
production version of the car was going to need some design work. Building a one-off with 
expert attention was one thing, however, fettling the engine into a stock Firenza was not 
something that could have been done in the same way as the Perana.

*The Chevy 302 is some 27Kg  (60 Lbs) heavier than the Windsor Ford 302

Many folk in discussions with me on the Can Am development have queried the difference 
between Basil’s proof of concept car and the final product. The answer is straightforward…
In concept, no difference at all…but in under the skin engineering, practically everything… 
specs were changed and the final product engineered to GM requirements. I have no doubt 
Basil could see the advantage of having the resources of General Motors doing the hard yards 

V8 ENGINE INSTALLATIONS 

Perana a comfortable fit                                                 The Can Am a very ‘Tight’ fit



to make a success of his idea. After all, it was going to be his car, given my introductory 
comments, everything we have seen in communication reinforces that…Basil has always 
referred to the fact that the General was doing the testing and it was GM who made the 
decision not to make the Engineering involvement a promotional issue.  

Jonny was into this immediately. As a clean sheet project everything had to be evaluated from 
first principles …yes this was going to be a V8 small block into a Firenza Coupe. The BVR car, 
in addition to the 307, used a Holden based Saginaw four speed and the original 3.08:1 (2.5 L4) 
model 68 Borg Warner rear axle. 
No spec had been drawn up at that point….no final engine or gearbox spec, radiators & cooling 
system, front suspension, rear suspension or for that matter appearance and trim specs. In 
the GM world, work was being done on the HB Viva platform in Australia with the unique Holden 
designed 308 V8 bolted into the slightly longer wheelbase Torana by Harry Firth of the Holden 
Dealer Team (The Firenza was the HC, with the same floorpan and suspension set up) … Holden 
did the V8 transplant into the Vauxhall based Viva car platform at around the same time…. 
and in prototype form ran in a 5 lap sprint at Bathurst which it won on the day. Some contact 
was made from GM engineering but nothing on the engine installation side was relevant other 
than that a precedent had been set, however, as we will see later in this post there is a link 
to Holden in the local project. That particular development planned by HDT ran into the Aus 
Government pulling the plug in the ‘Supercar Scare’ of 1972…  and had to be scrapped.. (Ford 
and Chrysler Australia were also working on the Falcon GTHO Phase 4 and the V8 Charger RT at 
the same time… both projects also canned.)

Based in the same Vauxhall Viva platform …the Holden “XU2” Torana 308 V8 driven by Colin Bond at 
Bathurst in Easter 1972. Note the wing and bib spoiler. The production car project scrapped.

The Supercar scare in Australia 1972                            HDT built 308 Holden Torana based on the Viva chassis



STARTING THE WORK
Two avenues were triggered, firstly basic engine installation and then test work on the BVR 
prototype. In terms of timescale I am not even going to try and the timing noted in the 
following section can be out by a few weeks either way. However, with this project happening 
right next door to my 3800 GT prototype** which itself was at the start of an ex durability 
source-car teardown & rebuild, I understood what was happening.

**Read about the development of the 3800GT Coupe, The ‘Lost Diamond’ on the PDMClark Blog.

Sometime after this all got going, I had visited the drawing office where we had started 
some early  work on the dual exhaust layout on the “GT”,  and up against the far wall was a 
side elevation layout of the Small Block V8/Muncie gearbox installed in the Firenza Coupe. 
There was a similar plan-view drawing. What the team were doing was identifying critical 
clearance issues and from that, working on detailed installation positions and angles. From 
this work there were individual part drawings made, resulting in mounting manufacture and 
part installation positions for engine, radiator and gearbox. These also naturally resulted in a 
number of panel restrike operations to be carried out in the toolroom on floorpan parts and 
engine X member, these done in order to meet minimum design clearance parameters. (Those 
familiar with Can Ams will know that the engine is installed at a slight angle in plan view)  

At around this time the second concept car arrived in engineering from Basil, fitted with a 307 
and Tri Matic Auto Transmission. There is some dissention as to the original engine plan for 
the production car amongst enthusiasts but as noted earlier, the final mechanical spec of the 
production car had not been decided and a milder engine spec similar to the Perana project 
would have allowed the option of an Auto Transmission. This particular car was not used for 
much of the work because pretty early on in the programme, timing dictated that the manual 
version would get priority until the engine spec had been decided. Whilst the 302 DZ looked 
unlikely at the early stage, it was obvious that if that happened, there would be no chance of 
considering an Auto with that screamer of an engine.

The concept car was upgraded with the fitment of a four Barrel Quadrajet Carb and a test 
radiator installation, retaining the 307.  Cooling tests were done to get baseline results and 
there was some clever stuff going on here…at this point, despite there being no decision as 
to what engine was going into the package, there was the possibility of a version of the 307 
being the base engine. Also it was figured that high speed engine cooling was not going to 
be a major issue. Low speed cooling was… and whatever the final spec 307 or 302… low speed 
cooling was not going to be that much different, in fact the 307 could very well have higher 
cooling capacity requirements due to the much greater low speed torque available . During 
the test phase, Basil’s inherent race car experience paid dividends right away. The idea of the 
inverted ducting in the bonnet was tested and found to be effective in evacuating hot air from 
the engine compartment …critical for the race car application where the heat load would be 
more intense.  The idea of a fibreglass bonnet incorporating those vents was a good one and 
also helped a little in reducing front end weight. For the life of me I cannot remember who 
made the bonnet/hood but it was supplied by BVR.

AN EXAMPLE OF THE FLEXFAN DESIGN

The baseline tests proved invaluable and radiator design 
happened quite early along with Basil’s recommended and 
supplied Flexfan. The blades of this device had high pitch 
angle at low engine speeds and flattened out as rpm rose.  
With no space to fit the conventional V8 Hydraulic coupling 
and fan, the solution was an effective compromise and only 
required the attaching boss on the water pump to be pressed 
back on the shaft to give the fan clearance to the rad.



A picture was beginning to form and the important part of this is that no roadblocks were 
coming forth.  This disparate group of conservative and conventional passenger car engineers 
were getting into this thing. 

Jonny was active every day…. yes often on the run…but always very direct and getting the 
final spec decided… fairly well into the project there was still no confirmed mechanical spec. 
Not for Front Suspension, Rear Axle and Suspension, Engine or Gearbox… there was, however, 
intense research happening on what best to do. Again I cannot give you timing… but this is 
what Jonny eventually got done for each of the main tech areas.

Front Suspension
In a previous paragraph I highlighted the front-end weight issue and that this had to be done 
again within those GM parameters. The front suspension was going to be the highest risk 
factor and a solution needed to come from a source within GM because there was no time to 
re-engineer the package. In the UK, Vauxhall built the FD Ventora, this was essentially the big 
brother to the Viva/Firenza (“Victor” in Vauxhall old-speak) and fitted with the 3.3 Litre straight 
six VM engine , the  body/engine package having a front axle mass some 85Kg heavier that 
the local 2.5 L4 Firenza. The Ventora front suspension was an evolution of the FC Firenza and 
uprated components were specified such as the control arms, stub axles and brake package. 
The fact that the suspension was used in this heavier application gave a degree of comfort 
and resulted in the front end being fitted with Ventora components as the spec for the Can 
Am. (Similar upgrades also applied to the Torana L6 3.3 (202) Engined Holden) 

It is worth noting that even with these upgrades the increased front end mass was to be a 
borderline issue in the life of the production cars.. History will also record that GMSA would 
normally carry out a rough road durability test on new vehicle applications and could have 
done so on the Can Am...however, due possibly to the Ventora spec providing some level of 
confidence, this is the one test not done…

Whilst the following pic looks very conventional, this particular design was in practise, 
something really special in the success of all race versions of the HB/HC Vauxhall, be it 
Vauxhall Magnum (Old Nail), Torana (XU1) and Can Am.  Somehow roll centres and resultant 
camber change maintained good tyre/road contact and In combination with good articulation 
of the rear  suspension (noted below) resulted in one of the best handling race car suspension 
set ups based on a road car design in the era.  When racing the Magnum, Bill Blydenstein 
and Vauxhall actually published an advert that their championship winning car driven by 
Gerry Marshall had, apart from lowered suspension and optimised bushing, run on practically 
standard geometry.

 VENTORA/FIRENZA FRONT SUSPENSION



REAR SUSPENSION 
Both Vauxhall and Holden had championed the four link 45° upper control arm , coil spring 
rear suspension design on most models .The Holden’s Torana XU1  Homologation special built 
from that extended Vauxhall Viva HB floorpan had to handle the 3.3 (202) Holden straight six 
(completely different engine to the Vauxhall 3.3). Holden had done the job of beefing up the 
rear arms and mountings for their package. I remember Jonny arriving at the Prototype bay 
one day with floor/axle bracketry and control arms from Holden. The Holden based rear end 
became the spec for the Can Am. This was a very competent design and in use on the race 
cars was one of the more significant advantages the Can Am had over the ‘banana’ leaf sprung 
rear end on the race Perana.

REAR AXLE
How lucky were we in having a full-on axle and gear manufacturing facility just down the 
road in Uitenhage, with Borg Warner supplying axles and gear sets to the local (rear wheel 
drive) vehicle industry . The GM Drawing layouts had produced a rear axle drawing unique to 
the Can Am. The engine size in turn dictated the gearset and axle size to be the same as the 
Kommando/Constantia range of Holden derived local Chevys…The model 75 BW axle with the 
optional limited slip. This incidentally the same gearset size used on the Perana. The Holden 
lower control arm attachment brackets were welded to the specially dimensioned axle by Borg 
Warner. The Holden upper brackets could not be used on the local axle due to the size of the 
central gear casing, so mounting brackets were designed by the suspension engineers and 
drawing office, fabricated locally and welded into place on the casing to make an absolutely 
unique rear axle assembly, which incorporated one of GM’s standard 11” rear drum brake 
packages. The Final drive ratio of 2.92 was selected for production.

THE FOUR LINK REAR SUSPENSION COMMON TO FIRENZA AND TORANA USING UPPER ARMS  AT 45°. 
THIS SETUP PROVIDED EXCELLENT LATERAL, FORE/AFT AXLE LOCATION/ARTICULATION 

 (SPHERICAL BEARINGS WERE USED ON THE RACE CARS REPLACING THE RUBBER BUSHING SHOWN)



THE ENGINE
I must have been a constant irritant on the question of the engine decision and well into the 
project I kept badgering Jonny and the team … from memory here I’m talking  as late as early 
June, no final decision had been made . The options were varied and I must point out that the 
final 302 DZ was not thought to be an easy reality. Initial discussion explored the possibility of 
building the car with a derivative of a locally modified and assembled 307. That engine capacity 
was bigger than the allowed 305 Cubic Inch (5000cc) race limit and from what we heard, this 
was not accepted by MSA or whoever was in charge at the time. (there was also a story doing 
the rounds that Ford had vetoed a request)….I was personally happy either way… and quietly 
rooting  for the 302.
That left the possibility of Building the 302’s out of the 350 LT1 base-engine spec currently in 
production in the USA at the time and doing so locally at the GM engine plant. The last of the 
Chevy 302’s had ended production in the USA in 1969. It looked at one stage that this might 
have to be done. The 350  base-engine route would have been messy in my opinion and whilst 
possible, would be time consuming and risky ….In the end Bob Price, encouraged by Basil to 
go the magic route, came through with the solution and got the Tonawanda Engine plant to 
build, specially for South Africa, a limited run of 1969 spec 302 DZ’s.… That was the magic Z28 
engine dominant in the late 60’s Trans Am series in the USA.  This sounds easy on paper but 
we need to understand the type of clout this action needed to motivate GM Powertrain to do 
this. The plant in upstate New York during the decade of the 60’s had built 10 Million***engines 
for GM’s various car assembly plants in that ten-year period…. I have no doubt that Bob called 
in a number of special favours to get just 100-odd built of an engine spec that had been out 
of production for three years. (The Cost of this exercise was to play a major factor in the final 
pricing of the road cars)

***GM Sold 43 Million cars in the USA during the 60’s and Tonawanda built 10 million of those 
engines

This agreement was conditional on the unique parts for this engine being located and shipped 
to Tonawanda. I remember this because the local engine engineering guys pulled the parts 
lists for the 350 LT1 and the ’69 302, produced a differentiated parts list identifying those 
unique 302 bits such crankshafts, pistons, manifolds, carburettor and that 30/30 camshaft. 
These would be built into the 4 Bolt main bearing engine block common to both engines.  The 
parts were located and purchased (103 sets from my recollection) from the Chevrolet Parts 
and Accessories Division and shipped to Tonawanda. 

THE GM POWERTRAIN FACILITY IN TONAWANDA BUFFALO NEW YORK STATE
THIS FACILITY BUILT 10 MILLION ENGINES IN THE 60’S AND AGREED TO BUILD 

JUST 103 DZ 302’S FOR GMSA IN 1972.



This task was given to Jonny and he had to organise the exercise and make sure things were 
on track, including a trip to Tonawanda to get that done.… I recently spoke to his son Tony who 
remembered this trip by his dad very well.  Timing was tight (and again this is from memory) 
the engine build was needed for the trial vehicle production due to commence around mid-
September. The first engines were going to be airfreighted.

THE CHEVY 302 DZ 
Much has been written about this fabled engine and I have covered a lot of the history in 
previous articles but important for this story to give more background, clear some fairy tales 
and to give the context of what was happening at the time. We need to realise how much 
of a breakthrough the use of the 302 was for the race cars, because Basil Green was using 
the Windsor version of the Ford small block V8 in the Capri and not the Windsor/Cleveland 
Boss spec from the ’69  Trans Am Mustangs. The Windsor was the original backbone to 
Ford V8 racing in the 60’s and had, without any similar competition from GM in that time, 
been perfectly adequate in saloon car racing endeavours by Ford. With the ultimate 60’s 
confrontation between Ford and Chevrolet in that three year Trans Am Battle , (for the first 
time ever on a road course since the start of the Pony/Muscle Car era) Chevy won the day in 
the 68/69 seasons. 

The Windsor had been outclassed in straight power in the Tans Am series in 1967, despite 
Mustangs winning the championship that year whilst the Camaro was in a race development 
phase.  History will record the battle where Ford lost the series in 68/69 at the height of their 
international motor sport dominance… because they fumbled. The arrival of the Camaro fitted 
with the Chevy 302 and the racing programme managed by the new boy on the block Roger 
Penske, forced Ford into two rushed engine development programmes in an attempt to keep a 
hold on the series. 

The Championship had been Ford territory for three years in a row. In 1968 the attempt failed 
because their first effort, the unique Tunnel Port 302 (Not the Cleveland) suffered from 
poor low and mid range torque. In 1969 the new Boss 302 which comprised a Windsor block 
fitted with Cleveland cylinder heads now had a marginal power advantage on the Chevy 302. 
Ford could possibly have taken the championship back that year were it not for race-engine 
reliability issues. We will cover that story in future tales, however, the bottom line is that the 
Chevy 302 would, with the Group 2 engine rules running in SA at the time, requiring the use of 
the production factory inlet manifold and single 4 barrel Holley, have significantly more power 
in race form than the equivalent Windsor 302 in the Capri. ****
 
****The original 1970 spec Perana was able to run in Group 5 form and used the 4 X 2 barrel 
48 IDA Weber set-up on the Windsor… but from 1971 had to revert to a Single 4 Barrel and 
production inlet manifold.

The DZ 302 Chevy happened because Vince Piggins, a veteran race engineer from the Hudson 
Hornet and Chevy black widow race programmes of the 50’s had, as a self-starter project, 
created the Z28 Camaro….and in the process the 302. The magic of the engine is that the 
machine was a rather hurried build of an engine out of existing Chevy parts bins and was not, 
as is in popular belief, a unique design exercise for a race engine from Chevrolet. The engine 
was based on the 1965 “365 BHP” fuel injected 327, incorporating the ‘double hump’ big valve 
cylinder heads, the 30/30 solid lifter Camshaft and a forged  version of the 3”stroke crankshaft 
from the 283…making the 302.  The only major unique parts were the inlet manifold/ 
Carburettor arrangement and revised pin height forged pistons which were required for the 
application.



The first time an engine ran on the Dyno was in late 1966 and in October of that year was put 
together after a test track evaluation of the Prototype Z28 fitted with a similarly specced 283 
by Vince Piggins.  In a very similar pressure cooker timing development sequence to the Can 
Am, this project started in November 1966 with the 1967  Trans Am season looming. It took 
Chevrolet engineering 3 months to develop the Z28 Camaro… engine and all…The first vehicles 
delivered to dealers in February 1967. That first Dyno run caused a stir, because the first-off 
power figures of this new concoction almost matched the hot 327 donor engine net power. 
GM ‘Engine Test One’ is a test designed to replicate the installed power of an engine complete 
with full exhaust system, production aircleaner, fixed fuel and spark and an inlet air inlet 
temperature representative of the installed condition. Call it a genuine net engine power test 
… and that virgin 302 was nudging 300Bhp. (A 327 equivalent carburettored engine net power 
around 305 Bhp)  This stunned the engineers to the extent that the team called for a second 
engine build, run and test…same result.  

It is perhaps worth drawing the parallel between the 302 Z28 Camaro and the Can Am, because 
the similarity in the circumstances surrounding the two projects is remarkable. Both projects 
fought the company ‘no racing’ ethos. Both were pressure cooker projects initiated by 
enthusiasts & engineered by GM Engineering. Both came from a sleeping GM to take on Ford at 
their best. Both race programmes were run by independent race professionals. Both Clobbered 
Ford (whichever way you look at it). Both had Driver/Engineers as primary drivers. Both then 
disappeared into obscurity not to be seen again….and both ran the fabled 302…and created 
iconic road cars. A bit of Déjà vu methinks.
I have mentioned this before…the DZ 302 was one of the first engines of the era in which 
the advertised power figure was a faithful representation of the net installed power in the 
car. Advertised figures at the time were quoted as Gross Bhp for all manufacturers, which 
in addition to optimised dyno figures (open exhaust, optimised fuel and spark, best inlet air 
system and cold air) contained a liberal dash of marketing speak. Advertised power would be 
anywhere between 15% to 30% up on the real stuff***** The Z28 302 could have been advertised 
at 350Bhp and no-one would have batted an eyelid...but there was a reason for this, and it 
had nothing to do with honourable intention but rather a throwback to GM corporate. There 
were specific guidelines in place for engine power and or engine size for each of the body 
sizes in the GM passenger car line up …and it was just a better idea to be conservative on the 
advertised power and not raise any eyebrows….no undue need to rattle cages on GM’s 14th 
floor!

*****A real life example of what was going on is the 230 Cu inch Chevy straight six engine rated 
at 140 Bhp in both local (SA) and American advertising. The engine actually only produced 
105 net installed Bhp @ 3900Rmin GM Test One. In the 70’s, installed net power eventually 
became the standard for advertised power and interestingly for the USA, that timing 
coincided with the new emissions laws which on most engines required additional hardware 
and lowered compression ratios. The combination of the two dropped advertised horsepower 
substantially…between 30 to 40% in some cases from 1973/74 
An additional issue not regularly noted is that initial production Can Ams used a locally 
manufactured, almost agricultural, ‘Log Type’ exhaust manifold which was basically a 
longitudinal pipe into which each exhaust port entered at right angles and  more restrictive 
than the stock Rams Horn Chevy 302 manifold….Later Can Ams were built with the radiused 
pipe local exhaust manifolds. I measured the difference on the service station rolling road 
dynamometer at about 20 Bhp on the rear wheels. The later manifolds were equal to or better 
than the Rams Horn although I never saw any back to back Dyno figures.       

For the 1969 Trans Am season and to counter the Ford Boss 302, engine power was increased 
for the Chevy race engine through the use of a dual 4 barrel carb cross ram installation, 
developed by Chevrolet engineering in conjunction with Smokey Yunick. At the same time in 
production, the engine was upgraded to a four bolt main bearing configuration , larger journal 



crank, and piston design improved through a new hardening process and fully floating gudgeon 
pins.  Why am I giving you all this detail?  Well because that 1969 spec is the engine fitted to 
the Can Am and this was a formidable specification…as already noted, Basil, despite having to 
use the single four barrel spec in SA had a package easily able to outpower the Fords.

The grapevine in most things works pretty well and I am not too sure when Ford got wind of 
the Can Am project status but I do know that the choice of the 302 DZ rattled them a bit. This 
was a powerful indicator that Basil and GM were serious. Ford were in the process of moving 
their main competition effort to rallying anyway and BVR will tell you that he was disappointed 
that the Blue Oval threw in the towel before the 1973 season…the race Capri Peranas sold to 
privateers…but more on that in Part three. 

Back to the ‘Can Am’ development. In the intervening period the Prototype was updated with 
suspension parts as these became available. The ride and handling specification had to be 
generated by GM Engineering and I recall Jonny and his team testing many different Spring 
combinations on the car with the help of the suspension engineers, that in combination with 
the Koni shock absorbers provided by Basil.  

What is significant is that whilst the BVR Prototype was being used for individual component 
trials, Jonny had not, by September of 1972 had the opportunity to build a full spec prototype 
Firenza V8 complete with the 290 Bhp 302. We  had the unusual situation of the unique design 
and specifications from the drawing office and outcomes off the test car being documented 
into a comprehensive parts list and parts being manufactured ready for the production run, 
that is before he knew what a complete full spec Can Am was all about….. 

What is magic about that?....I’ll get to it 

In the meantime what was Basil up to? Apart from being a regular visitor to Engineering 
to touch sides and keep in touch with the development team, his influence on the project 
moved to many of the components. Obviously he was involved on the tech side, particularly 
to ensure that the final spec turned out correctly for the race car homologation but also no 
commercial wallflower. He is, after all, a consummate businessman in addition to his talents 
as an engineer and driver. Many of his products would find their way onto the car. Who can 
forget the rear wing, the wheels…that cooling fan…and of course the steering wheel and the 
shockabsorbers. He was to leave his signature on this machine and deservedly so.

THE CROSS RAM DUAL 4BBL MANIFOLD USED ON THE CAMARO  AND THE SINGLE 4BBL USED ON THE CAN AM. 
THE DUAL 4 BARRELS GAVE ABOUT 40BHP



Styling, Colour, Striping decals and interior
The styling folk were drawn into the exercise during these times and the colour for the cars 
decided as white. Basil could probably shed more light on the detail but my understanding is 
that there was no stand-out colour which would or could be associated with such a project 
for GM and white would do the job. Without question, the wheels and deck lid wing punched 
an image. Ken produced the striping in the styling studio. I would like to think the side striping 
emulated the 455 Hurst Oldsmobile but… this was the one styling cue almost identical to 
the Perana,…How  did that happen? My only disappointment with the final external spec was 
the lack of a front bib spoiler and chosen ride height…The car would have benefitted from a 
practical perspective and a moderately ‘nose down’ lowered front end is what was needed in 
my thinking. Jonny would not budge on this one, citing the need to stay with the stock Firenza 
ride heights. This is one of two areas in the final spec I thought we made a mistake.
The contribution from the trim side was the Opel GT high back front seats…a nice touch and 
practical too, with much better lateral support than the stock Firenza seat spec. 
The naming of the car came later and again from memory there was much discussion and 
many inputs… GM got their way in the end with CAN AM. Basil had the idea of MAMBA which 
I thought was a good  South Africanisation and would have worked but at the end of it all, 
I would have preferred TRANS AM simply because of the race series in which the Z28 302 
Camaro had clobbered Ford just three years before.  I seem to recall a copyright issue on both 
the Can Am and Trans Am options anyway..

The Transmission/axle ratio stand-off
I mentioned earlier that a full spec prototype had not yet been built…the team were within 
a month of going into trial production and everything was still either a paperwork exercise, 
manufactured parts or just individual tests done on the prototype, which even with the four 
barrel Quadrajet was producing not much more than 160 bhp…that’s 130bhp short of the 302 DZ, 
so not representative for any performance related road work. 
The mechanical gearing package had been decided without a shot fired in anger…on the car 
that is…but a few serious discussions with the powertrain engineers. Here GMSA’s inexperience 
in the quick-car stuff and particularly the 302 engine, lead to a completely unnecessary 
compromise. The car ended up with a 2.92 final drive and M20 wide-ratio transmission.          
Allied to 185/70X13 Rubber    gave  38Km/h 1000 Rpm in top Gear  

The following are Max speeds in gears @5800 Rpm with three Options

 Wide Ratio  M20 (2.92) Close Ratio M21 (2.92) Close RatioM21 (3.23)
                 Final Production Spec
1st            88                             100                                       90
2nd            117                              131                                   118
3rd             151                    172                                155
4th              220                            220                               200
VMAX         235 @ 6200Rmin                 235 @ 6200Rmin                      233 @6800

The last of those three options would have made an absolutely first-class final setup because 
the 302DZ had another endearing characteristic and that is that power holds up beyond the 
stated 5800Rmin quoted max power point. A 302 produces 290 Bhp at 5800…yes…but if properly 
set up will produce that and more at up to 6500 Rpm. Here is an example of a typical top end 
run on a stock DZ 302 fitted only with a set of headers.
  5000  260.7 Bhp
  5500  280.8 Bhp
  5800  288.7 Bhp
  6000  291.9 Bhp
  6500  292.8 Bhp
  6800  289.5 Bhp



I do not have the rear wheel figures that I ran on our Test Can Am on the Service Station Sun 
Dyno but can tell you that the profile of the power curve was the same… ie Max power held 
up between 5800 and 6500Rpm  and  did not drop off dramatically.  So provided one set the 
ignition point dwell angle correctly the engine would happily spin to 6800Rpm hauling all the 
way. 

The production gearbox ratios selected were not what BVR would have chosen for the racing 
car and I do not know the detail of discussions but the result required that Basil get GM to 
homologate two gearbox specs in order to overcome the issue. Wide ratio for production and 
close ratio for the track. The engineers figured the 2.92 would also reduce the probability of 
engine damage due to possible driver abuse. The 2.92 axle ratio, using the close ratio Muncie 
(2.2 1st gear), however, resulted in very poor 1st gear tractive effort at engine speeds below 
4000 rpm. The alternative M20 so called ‘wide ratio’ box was therefore selected for production 
to overcome that problem and make the lower gears more tractable, at the same time 
maintain the theoretical top gear calc.

The Compromise?...The M20 was not a wide ratio gearbox in the accepted sense of the word, 
but just had the first three gears dropped (in techno speak the input shaft to counter gear 
ratio was different) with a really ludicrous gap  for a performance car between third and 
fourth … by contrast, the ratio steps between the first three gears are ‘close’ and almost 
identical to the M21 (see option three). Basil could fill us in on what really occurred, but had 
the engineers had some ‘quick car’ experience and followed the muscle car era thinking in the 
USA, the final spec would have incorporated the close ratio M21 with a final drive ratio of 3.23:1 
. Being a confirmed petrolhead that was my call… The 3.23 spec with a properly set-up engine, 
also results in a top speed similar to the 2.92 in practice but has the advantage of much 
better acceleration in 4th gear. I was also hoping for a customer Option Pack with 3.5 and 3,7:1 
alternatives and only the use of the close ratio M21… (and even a 4:1 option for drag racing) 
….because that is what the car deserved. I must stress that this glitch was not going to affect 
the race cars at all but would have made some really exciting road car alternatives. 

HEADING FOR PRODUCTION
On the production front, all the parts lists including physical components, assembly 
instructions and build sheets had been compiled and production of ‘Job One’ commenced 
during September 1972. One must appreciate that components had to be either manufactured 
by local suppliers or orders placed on the USA for mechanical parts in time to meet the 
scheduled Job one build in September. This put the team in the position of having to essentially 
commit to the final spec before a representative prototype had been determined. The first 
build in new projects was managed by the QA division because this was effectively a hand-over 
point where a separate set of eyes would action the instructions of the engineering team. 
Time was tight and it was decided to go ahead with the build prior to the 302 Engines being 
received from the USA. This would happen without Engine, Gearbox or propshaft, but otherwise 
complete, incorporating all the engineering changes on body, electrical and suspension, rather 
than attempt the build with dummy parts.  

GM employed a tag system during these builds in which any concern during assembly be it 
part, process or clearance related would be tagged on the car with thin wire loops and a 
written steel tag denoting the issue in order that the concern would be visible . The car arrived 
at engineering without the mechanicals and with a good few tags…the tags quite normal in a 
first build.  The tag items were addressed and from memory none of these were major issues. 
This is significant and a testament to Jonny and the engineers.

Then came the best portion of this whole project. It’s one thing to go through a development 
programme in which the work progresses to a point where the final prototype is a known 



entity and where the production car has then to be a cloned reproduction of the work done. 
The team did this the other way round… the final prototype was going to be validated from 
a production car… the team under Jonny had done this magnificent job through experience, 
ingenuity and trust in their collective capability.   I was there when that first 302 was fired up 
after arrival airfreight from Tonawanda, I best recall Jonny, Rick Bailey and Frans de Ridder 
our workshop foreman, going for a first run. The elation and smiles when the car returned 
to the workshop is a picture I will never forget. Basil would undoubtedly remember his first 
encounter with the beast but for some reason cannot remember whether he was there the day 
the machine came alive. 

But the Job was not done, there were the checks required that would normally have been 
done on an engineering  protoype…. basic validation of performance, fuel consumption, noise, 
vibration and cooling were needed…. nobody knew how the myriads of design changes, body 
build, assembly methods along with that magnificent 302 were going to work ….but…there 
was a further curved ball in this pressured development. Preparation for the race car had 
commenced at the Dealer Team in Wynberg and this same Job One was quickly put through the 
system to verify the very basic design outcomes and shipped to Johannesburg for the build of 
the race car...again from memory that was mid to late September. With just a month or so to 
go to the nine hour at Kyalami. Geoff in this period being busy managing the manufacturing 
of parts required to do the job, from the engine and mechanicals to fender flares and brakes.   
Job Two was on the line and being built from scratch with all the finally specified parts, 
including the engine….this was to be the final test car.

I sneaked a test drive with the workshop guys during that time and can remember the 
experience as if it was yesterday. Nowhere else in the world was there a V8 Engined, 1100Kg 
300bhp production saloon car… an absolutely mind blowing half an hour. To have been in 
engineering at the time and witness something so singular in execution coming to life was 
something not many engineers have been witness to…very special. 

JOB 2         TEST CAR CB 55520          SEPTEMBER 1973 ALDO SCRIBANTE ¼  MILE         NO REAR WING FITTED. 
THE CAR RAN A BEST OF 13.05 THAT DAY AND AT THE TIME THESE PICS WERE TAKEN THE TEST CAR HAD BEEN IN 

ENGINEERING USE SINCE OCTOBER OF 1972                                                                                                      



So how about this, we had the final prototype evaluation, the race car being built and then 
production starting at practically the same time…that must be a first anywhere in the world 
for a properly professional build of this type… 

Not much has been written about this aspect of the programme…. and history has not 
documented this as the absolutely stunning achievement it was. The final development and 
test of Job Two went ahead with very little drama. There were final adjustments to spring 
rates, installed heights and minor changes to installation issues…but the car, virtually straight 
off the drawing board hit the required numbers. Better still, the team in Wynberg under the 
capable stewardship of Geoff Mortimer built that first race car to the spec drawn up by Basil 
in record time. That in itself a magnificent achievement and got it done for the nine Hour. The 
car being entered in the prototype category for the race, prior to final homologation and the 
build of 100 units.

We must ask the following questions to illustrate a final point,…how many homologation 
specials have entered the scene…that is, from first start-up of the first representative 
prototype … to race car on track in a month or so… with the first race not a soft ten lapper but 
an international nine hour endurance event… which  the Can Am finished…and  came home 11th 
overall  and 2nd saloon car home….practically matched the established lap record first time 
out....and interestingly,  from a company/operation that knew little about really quick cars…and 
nothing about racing?...with production ramping up shortly after…  Think about it ….only one 
….the Can Am 

No words can adequately describe the achievement, but Spectacular will do!

THE LITTLE CHEVY - FIRST TIME OUT IN A DUEL WITH THE VERY QUICK AND WELL SORTED WORKS ROTARY 
MAZDA 102A. MANY OF THOSE BLACK LIQUORICE STRIPS WERE LEFT BY THE CAN AM POWERING OUT OF 

LEEUWKOP ON OPPOSITE LOCK. 

PICS BRUCE MEAKER 



A closing word here. Some would look at the work done and assume that the production version 
of the Can Am was GM’s car, not Basil’s… Yes, from an Engineering validation point of view it was…
and that is what was needed and what Bob Price wanted…GM’s technical signature to the original 
concept. BVR’s hand was on the tiller, and given the complexities surrounding personalities, 
technical options, final execution, timing and a naïve Corporate in the business of racing…. Basil, 
Jonny and Geoff achieved something that in all my years in the business… and I have witnessed 
some amazing stuff…. I have never seen anything come close.    Of this there should be a movie.

That was 1972 and after final validation of Job two, production was ramped up towards the end of 
the year. Most cars were built by March of1973 and in saying that I do not have the build detail. 
We will cover the next portion of this story in Part three, a shorter story of how the market 
reacted to the Can Am.

Paul


